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ABSTRACT. With high nutritional value in its fruits, Dangshan Su 
pear has been widely cultivated in China. The stone cell content in fruits 
is a key factor affecting fruit quality in pear, and the formation of stone 
cells has been associated with lignin biosynthesis. O-Methyltransferase 
(OMT) is a key enzyme involved in lignin metabolism within the 
phenylpropanoid pathway. Here, we screened 26 OMT genes from the 
Pyrus bretschneideri cv. Dangshan Su genome using the DNATOOLs 
software. To characterize the OMT gene family in pear, gene structure, 
chromosomal localization, and conserved motifs of PbOMTs were 
analyzed. PbOMTs were divided into two categories, type I (designated 
PbCCOMTs) and type II (designated PbCOMTs), indicating the 
differentiation of function during evolution. Based on the analysis of 
multiple sequence alignment, cis-element prediction, and phylogenetic 
relationships, two candidate genes, PbCCOMT1 and PbCCOMT3, 
were selected for the analysis of temporal and spatial gene expression 
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in pear. The promoter regions of both PbCCOMT1 and PbCCOMT3 
contain regulatory motifs for lignin synthesis. Moreover, the two 
genes show high similarity and close phylogenetic relationships with 
CCOMTs in other species. Expression analysis showed that transcript 
levels of two PbCCOMTs were positively associated with the contents 
of both stone cells and lignin during the development of pear fruit. 
These results suggest that PbCCOMT1 and PbCCOMT3 are closely 
associated with lignin biosynthesis. These findings will help clarify 
the function of PbOMTs in lignin metabolism and to elucidate the 
mechanisms underlying stone cell formation in pear.

Key words: OMT gene family; Pyrus; Lignin synthesis; PbCCOMTs;
Phylogenetic analysis

INTRODUCTION

Pyrus bretschneideri cv. Dangshan Su originated in Dangshan County, Anhui Province 
and is widely planted in China. As its fruit is very nutritious and has important medicinal 
value, this variety is in great demand both at home and abroad. In recent years, the number 
of stone cells in the fruits of Dangshan Su pears has increased as a result of the deterioration 
of field environments and field management (Cai et al., 2010; Jin et al., 2013). Stone cells are 
formed by parenchyma cells following the secondary thickening and lignification of primary 
walls. This acts as a type of sclerenchymatous cells in the pear pulp, which determines the 
internal quality of pear fruits (Cai et al., 2010; Jin et al., 2013). An increased concentration of 
stone cells in pear fruit leads to a muricated taste, poor edible quality, and loss of economic 
value (Choi and Lee, 2013; Zhao et al., 2013; Yan et al., 2014). During the formation of stone 
cells, lignin is deposited in the corner of the primary wall of parenchyma cells, from where 
it extends to the intercellular and secondary wall layers along the primary wall corner until 
the whole cell lumen is covered. Ultimately, a solid stone cell is formed (Lu et al., 2011; Jin 
et al., 2013). Therefore, lignin biosynthesis is thought to be involved in the generation of 
enlarged stone cells in pear fruit and in their presence in increased numbers. As a key enzyme 
in the phenylpropane pathway, O-methyltransferases (OMTs) are involved in the synthesis of 
a series of secondary metabolites such as lignins, flavonoids, and phytoalexins. OMTs can be 
divided into two types: type I, a caffeoyl-CoA-3-O-methyltransferase (CCOMT), which is a 
key enzyme involved in lignin biosynthesis; and type II, a caffeic acid O-methyltransferase 
(COMT), which is involved in lignin metabolism and flavonoid methylation (Joshi and 
Chiang, 1998). During lignin biosynthesis and using caffeoyl-CoA as a substrate, CCOMT 
transfers the methyl group from S-adenosylmethionine (SAM) to the lignin precursor benzene 
at the third carbon position, generating feruloyl-CoA. Conversely, COMT is responsible for 
methylation of lignin precursors such as coniferaldehyde and 5-hydroxyconiferaldehyde 
(Joshi and Chiang, 1998).

Both types of OMTs exist in plants, and individual members of this family have 
different functions. In mutant screens, the Atomt1 mutant of Arabidopsis thaliana can be 
identified by its reduced levels of syringyl (S) units and flavonoid, and its increased levels 
of 5-hydroxyguaiacyl, which is a precursor of S-units. These results suggest that AtOMT1 
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is associated with the metabolism of both lignin and flavonoids (Goujon et al., 2003). An 
Arabidopsis mutant (ccomt1) was found to have decreased lignin content in the stem and an 
increased ratio of S/G lignin units. An Arabidopsis double mutant (comt1 ccomt1) showed 
lower levels of G units than were found in wild-type Arabidopsis (Do et al., 2007).

CCOMT genes have been targeted in order to lower the total lignin content while 
increasing the ratio of S/G lignin units via RNA interference technology. For example, the 
suppression of PrCCOMT expression by interference RNA led to a 20% reduction in the total 
lignin content (Wagner et al., 2011). Suppression of CCOMT expression in maize showed 
that the lignin content was decreased and the ratio of S/G lignin units was increased (Li et al., 
2013). Research showed that heterologously expressed anti-AcCCOMT increased the levels of 
S units, G units, and total lignin in tobacco (Pang et al., 2014). The results of previous studies 
have shown that PbCCOMT genes are expressed at high levels during the early stages of fruit 
development, which might promote the accumulation of pear stone cells (Wu et al., 2012). 
Furthermore, a higher ratio of G units can lead large trouble in degradation of polymeride 
lignin, which subsequently increases the degree of sclereid polymerization, and seriously 
affects the quality and taste of pear fruit (Yan et al., 2014). This indicates that CCOMT is a 
valuable regulatory gene.

van Parijs et al. (2015) analyzed the phylogenetic evolution of COMTs in Lolium 
perenne. Wang et al. (2013) screened nine OMT genes involved in lignin synthesis from the 
whole genome of Eucalyptus using methods such as RNA-seq, qRT-PCR, and a composite 
evolutionary tree. However, no recent studies on the OMT gene family in pears have been 
performed using genome-wide methods. In the present study, based on the published pear 
genome sequence, the OMT gene family in pear was investigated to analyze its chromosome 
distribution, phylogenetic relationships, conserved motifs, and the expression pattern of 
candidate PbCCOMTs relevant to lignin biosynthesis at the genome-wide level. These results 
should provide some useful information for further studies on the functions of PbOMTs, 
developmental mechanisms of stone cells, and regulation of pear lignin metabolism.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Identification and sequence analysis of OMT family genes in pear

The pear genome sequence was downloaded from GigaDB (http://gigadb.org/
dataset/100083), and the DNATOOLs software was used to construct a local database from the 
protein sequences of the latest complete pear genome. Two Arabidopsis OMTs (At5g54160 and 
At4g34050), which are relevant to lignin biosynthesis, were used as initial query sequences to 
search the pear protein database using the BLASTp program (P = 0.001). Redundant sequences 
were then removed manually. Hidden Markov Models of the Pfam (http://pfam.sanger.ac.uk/
search) and SMART (http://smart.embl-heidelberg.de/) databases were used to confirm each 
candidate sequence containing the signature methyltransf 2 (PF00891) or methyltransf 3 
(PF01596) domains of OMT genes. The molecular weight (MW) and isoelectric point (pI) 
of proteins were calculated with the Compute pI/Mw tool (http://web.expasy.org/compute_
pi/) (Bjellqvist et al., 1993). Information on PbOMTs, including amino acid sequences, 
chromosome location, clone number, and open reading frame length was obtained from the 
pear genome sequence database.
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Phylogenetic analysis, conserved protein motifs, and prediction of gene structure

Phylogenetic relationships were analyzed using MEGA 5.1 (Tamura et al., 2011) 
with the neighbor-joining (NJ) method (bootstrap = 1000). Information on proteins used for 
phylogenetic analysis is listed in Table S1.

The conserved motifs encoded by each OMT gene were identified using the Multiple 
Em for Motif Elicitation (MEME) program (http://meme-suite.org/tools/meme) (Bailey et al., 
2006). Parameters were set as follows: optimum motif width ≥6 and ≤200; maximum number 
of motifs 20. To predict the exon-intron structure of the PbOMT genes, the genomic sequences 
and their predicted coding sequences were compared using GSDS (http://gsds.cbi.pku.edu.cn/).

Estimating Ka/Ks ratios for duplicated gene pairs

Duplicated OMT gene pairs in pear were aligned by ClustalW. Next, the Ka (non-
synonymous substitution rate) and Ks (synonymous substitution rate) values were calculated 
using the DnaSP v5.0 software (Rozas and Rozas, 1995), and the Ka/Ks ratio was analyzed to 
assess the selection pressure for each gene pair.

Chromosomal locations and gene duplications

Individual OMT genes were mapped on pear chromosomes according to their 
starting positions provided in the genome annotation document. The image showing 
chromosome location was generated by the MapInspect software (http://mapinspect.
software.informer.com).

We defined gene duplication according to the following criteria: 1) the aligned 
sequence covered >80% of the longer gene, 2) the identity of the aligned regions was >80%. 
Based on the chromosomal locations of the OMT genes, two types of gene duplications were 
recognized: tandem duplication and segmental duplication (Kong et al., 2013; Wei et al., 2013).

Alignment of amino acid sequences encoded by OMTs and analysis of their 
secondary components

Protein sequences of pear and Arabidopsis were aligned using Iden and Sim in 
Sequence Manipulation Suite (Stothard, 2000). Multiple comparisons of each amino acid 
sequence were carried out using the BioEdit software and secondary elements were analyzed 
using the online software Espript3.0 (Robert and Gouet, 2014).

Cis-element analysis and interaction networks

For promoter analysis, 2000-bp genomic DNA sequences from upstream of the 
initiation codon (ATG) were retrieved from the pear genome sequence. Analysis of cis-
acting regulatory DNA elements (cis-element) was carried out using the PLANT CARE 
program (http://bioinformatics.psb.ugent.be/webtools/plantcare/html/) (Magali et al., 
2002). Functional protein association networks were integrated in the STRING software 
(http://string-db.org/).

http://www.geneticsmr.com/year2016/vol15-3/pdf/8664-su1.pdf
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RNA extraction and reverse transcription

To examine the expression of PbOMT genes, buds, young stems, mature leaves, and 
fruits were obtained from 50-year-old pear trees grown on a farm in Dangshan, Anhui, China. 
All samples were stored in liquid nitrogen until use. Fruits were collected at different days 
after flowering (DAF) (15, 39, 47, 55, 63, and 145 DAF).

Total RNA was isolated from all samples using a total RNA isolation kit (Tiangen, China). 
Reverse transcription was performed using a M-MLV Rtase cDNA Synthesis Kit (TaKaRa, China).

Primer design and semi-quantitative RT-PCR

Primers were designed using Primer premier 5 and are listed in Table S2. Semi-
quantitative RT-PCR as performed as follows: predegeneration for 5 min, followed by 30 
cycles of degeneration for 30 s at 94°C, annealing for 30 s at 55°C, extension for 1 min at 
72°C, and a final 72°C extension for 10 min. Each analysis was set up in triplicate.

RESULTS

Identification of the OMT genes in pear

A total of 39 candidate genes were identified, and Pfam and SMART databases were 
subsequently used to confirm the presence of the methyltransf 2 or methyltransf 3 domain in all 
candidate genes. As a result, 26 members of the OMT gene family were identified in the pear 
genome, including of 19 COMT genes and seven CCOMT genes, designated as PbCOMT1 to 
PbCOMT19, and PbCCOMT1 to PbCCOMT7, respectively (Table 1).

Table 1. Sequence characteristics of 26 OMT genes identified in pear.

“/” indicates that the specific chromosome is not known. MW: molecular weight; ORF: open reading frame.

Name Sequence ID Chromosome Length (aa) MW (kDa) pI ORF (bp) 
PbCOMT1 Pbr013510.1 Chr1 365 39.74 5.63 1096 
PbCOMT2 Pbr013512.1 Chr1 377 41.00 5.67 1132 
PbCOMT3 Pbr040044.1 Chr7 367 40.05 5.63 1102 
PbCOMT4 Pbr040039.1 Chr7 365 39.59 5.75 1096 
PbCOMT5 Pbr040045.1 Chr7 367 39.87 5.82 1102 
PbCOMT6 Pbr035407.1 / 358 39.48 5.28 1075 
PbCOMT7 Pbr025887.1 Chr10 358 39.00 5.70 1075 
PbCOMT8 Pbr007791.1 Chr1 370 41.03 5.78 1111 
PbCOMT9 Pbr025883.1 Chr10 370 40.97 5.96 1111 
PbCOMT10 Pbr003001.1 / 291 32.35 6.16 874 
PbCOMT11 Pbr021100.1 Chr15 361 40.02 5.59 1084 
PbCOMT12 Pbr021099.1 Chr15 363 40.19 6.08 1090 
PbCOMT13 Pbr021098.1 Chr15 392 43.38 6.14 1177 
PbCOMT14 Pbr032564.1 Chr12 369 40.53 5.26 1108 
PbCOMT15 Pbr030677.1 Chr9 332 36.50 5.78 997 
PbCOMT16 Pbr040038.1 Chr7 126 13.76 6.27 379 
PbCOMT17 Pbr030676.1 Chr9 362 39.94 6.10 1087 
PbCOMT18 Pbr039628.1 Chr10 236 26.51 6.25 709 
PbCOMT19 Pbr036056.1 Chr17 358 39.39 5.38 1075 
PbCCOMT1 Pbr034039.1 Chr17 247 27.86 5.43 742 
PbCCOMT2 Pbr028157.1 / 149 16.34 7.66 448 
PbCCOMT3 Pbr038709.1 / 247 27.82 5.32 742 
PbCCOMT4 Pbr019305.1 Chr9 235 26.70 5.43 706 
PbCCOMT5 Pbr028166.1 / 235 26.31 5.14 706 
PbCCOMT6 Pbr025246.1 Chr5 307 34.12 8.91 922 
PbCCOMT7 Pbr015171.1 Chr16 161 17.59 7.66 484 

 

http://www.geneticsmr.com/year2016/vol15-3/pdf/8664-su2.pdf
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To characterize PbOMT proteins, their physicochemical properties (pI and MW) 
were analyzed. As shown in Table 1, most PbCOMT sequences were longer and had a higher 
MW than those of PbCCOMT genes. PbCOMT proteins were between 126- and 392-aa long, 
with maximum and minimum molecular weights of 43.38 and 13.76 kDa, respectively, and 
isoelectric points between 5.26 and 6.27. PbCCOMT proteins are between 149- and 307-aa 
long, with maximum and minimum molecular weights of 34.12 and 16.34 kDa, and isoelectric 
points from 5.14 to 8.91.

Intron-exon structure and phylogenetic analysis of pear OMT genes

Based on the phylogenetic analysis (Figure 1), 26 OMT genes were divided into 
two major groups, with PbCOMTs in group I (seven genes) and PbCCOMTs in group II (19 
genes). This implies that there were evolutionary differences between the two groups. Twenty-
six OMT genes were clustered into eight gene pairs with high bootstrapping values, with 
the exception of PbCCOMT4/5 and PbCOMT4/16. We further analyzed the structures of 26 
PbOMT genes in order to support the utility of the phylogenetic tree in the clarification of 
evolution relationships between PbOMTs. The results showed that these gene structures were 
very similar within the same subtypes, which revealed their close evolutionary relationship. 
Based on the number of introns in pear OMT genes, the OMTs can be divided into five types. 
Among 26 OMT genes, except eight introns that were located in PbCCOMT6, in the rest of of 
the family numbers, there were 4 genes with 4 introns, 11 genes with 3 introns, 6 genes with 2 
introns, and 4 genes with 1 intron.

Figure 1. Phylogenetic relationships and gene structure of pear OMT proteins.

To further clarify the genetic relationships and to predict the biological function of 
OMT-gene products, 87 OMT proteins from different species were used to construct a NJ tree 
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(Figure 2). These proteins can be divided into two classes (classes I and II). Class I consists of 
all CCOMT genes, which are further divided into two subclasses (subclass I-a and I-b).

Figure 2. Neighbor-joining phylogenetic tree based on 87 OMT protein sequences from various plants. Diamonds 
represent PbCOMTs; blue dots represent PbCCOMTs. COMTs from subclass II-a were divided into two groups: a 
monocot cluster (MC) and a eudicot cluster (EC). Navy blue and pale pink shading represents the EC, pink shading 
represents the MC.

Five Arabidopsis CCOMTs and five pear CCOMTs were included in subclass I-a. 
Subclass I-b included two PbCCOMTs and two AtCCOMTs. Among them, AtCCOMT3 
(At4g26220) is associated with the methylation of flavonone and flavanonol (Wils et al., 
2013). AtCCOMT1 and PtCCOMT are associated with lignin synthesis (Do et al., 2007; Du 
et al., 2013), PbCCOMT1 and PbCCOMT3 gathered for a subclass with these two genes that 
may imply they are involved in lignin metabolism process.

Class II included all COMTs, which were further divided into nine subclasses (II-a-i). 
Pear COMTs were distributed in subclasses II-a, -b, -c, -d, -g, and -i. Within subclass II-c and 
-g, eight pear COMTs were included. Only AtCOMT- or OsCOMT-like genes were included 
in subclasses II-e, -f, and -h, which is likely to be associated with species differentiation. 
PbCOMT15, -17, and -19 were included in subclass II-b, which belongs to the flavonoid 
OMTs, suggesting that these three PbCOMTs may be associated with flavonoid methylation 
(Kim et al., 2010; Sung et al., 2011). Most of the genes in subclass II-a are involved in lignin 
biosynthesis and include sequences from both monocots and eudicots, which could be further 
subdivided into two groups. The eudicot cluster could clearly be divided into two clades due 
to species variation. PbCCOMTs were grouped in subclass II-a of the eudicot cluster. Hirano 
et al. (2012) classified lignin metabolism related ZmCOMT, SbCOMT, OsCOMT, LpCOMT, 
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LpCOMT1, LpCOMT3, AtOMT as true COMTs, including PbCOMT1~5 and PbCOMT16. 
There is preliminary evidence that one pear COMT (accession No. KC905086), PbCOMT1, 
is associated with lignin metabolism. The functions of the other five PbCOMTs in this group 
require further investigation.

The NJ tree also showed that PbCOMT14 and OsCOMT-like4 are closely related to 
AtCOMT-like11. Although some OMT genes in rice and pear could be grouped with AtOMTs, 
the bootstrap values in the tree nodes were low. For example, the bootstrap value of the 
PbCCOMT6 containing clade was only 65%.

Chromosomal localization and duplication of OMT genes in pear

To define the distribution of PbOMTs on chromosomes, and to analyze gene 
duplication events, a chromosome location analysis was performed. A total of 21 of 26 OMT 
genes were distributed on chromosomes 1, 5, 7, 9, 10, 12, 15, 16, and 17 (Figure 3), and most 
were located at the end of the chromosomes. As shown in Figure 3, chromosome 7 contains 
the maximum number of genes (four), with one each on chromosomes 5, 12, and 16. The 
majority of these COMT genes are present as clusters in the pear genome. There is one gene 
cluster on chromosomes 1, 7, 9, 10, and 15, respectively. PbCCOMT4 forms a gene cluster 
with PbCOMT15 and PbCOMT17, suggesting their close relationship or co-regulation.

Figure 3. Chromosomal locations of pear OMT genes on nine chromosomes. Genes involved in segmental 
duplication are joined by dashed lines, and the red rectangle indicates the gene cluster on each chromosome.
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Based on the evolutionary relationships and chromosomal distribution of the PbOMT 
genes, one gene pair involved in segmental duplication and two pairs involved in tandem 
duplication were identified (Table 2). Generally, a Ka/Ks ratio of >1 indicates accelerated 
evolution with a positive selection, a ratio of 1 indicates pseudogenes with neutral selection, 
while a ratio <1 indicates functional constraints with negative or purifying gene selection. 
In this study, the Ka/Ks ratios of three gene pairs were all less than 1, indicating that their 
evolution was strongly influenced by purifying selection pressure although there was no 
strong differentiation for function.

Table 2. Ka/Ks analysis for duplicated OMT genes in pear.

Duplicated gene 1 Duplicated gene 2 Ka Ks Ka/Ks Purifying selection Duplicated type 
PbCOMT8 PbCOMT9 0.043 0.150 0.287 Yes Segmental 
PbCOMT3 PbCOMT5 0.027 0.047 0.574 Yes Tandem 
PbCOMT12 PbCOMT13 0.030 0.065 0.461 Yes Tandem 

 

Sequence conservation analysis

To further unrevealing the relationship among the members of OMT gene family, 
the distribution of the conserved motifs in individual member was analyzed using MEME 
software online. A total of 12 conservative motifs were identified (Figure 4 and Figure S1).

In addition, the OMT family could be divided into COMT and CCOMT types, based on 
clear differences in their conserved motifs. Using the Pfam software, these conserved motifs 
were further annotated. As shown in Figure 4 and Table 3, motifs 1-4 encode a methyltransf 
2 domain, which only exists in PbCOMTs, and is mostly found in the middle of the sequence. 
All the PbCOMT proteins include these four motifs, except for PbCOMT16.

Figure 4. Distribution of 12 putative conserved motifs in pear OMT proteins.

http://www.geneticsmr.com/year2016/vol15-3/pdf/8664-su3.pdf
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Motif 7 encodes a dimerization domain, which is also only present in PbCOMTs. The 
dimerization domain is annotated using Pfam as follows: it was found at the N-terminal of 
OMT in many plants, indicating its relevance to the formation of protein dimers. Accordingly, 
it is likely that COMT proteins are only present in monomeric forms because of the absence 
of a dimerization domain. Motifs 8, 10, and 12 encode a methyltransf 3 domain, which is 
only found in PbCCOMTs. Therefore, motifs 8, 10, and 12 could be used as feature motifs to 
distinguish COMTs and CCOMTs. Other motifs, such as 5, 6, 9, and 11 only exist in PbCOMTs, 
and their functions are unknown. Next, we used the OMT orthologs to construct the interaction 
network using the STRING software in Arabidopsis (Figure S2). OMT1 (PbCOMT1) was 
related to AT1G15950, 4CL2 (Pb4CL) and CCoAOMT1 (PbCCOMT1; PbCCOMT3).

Based on the analysis of conserved motifs, the sequence features of the two major 
types of genes in the OMT family, the COMTs and CCOMTs, were analyzed at the protein 
level by multiple comparison (Figure 5). The results of previous studies have found that the 
conserved domain in the COMT gene possesses the following motifs: (V, I, L) (V, L) (D, K) 
(V, I) GGXX (G, A), GINFDLPHV, EHVGGDMF, NGKVI, and GGKERT (Joshi and Chiang, 
1998). As shown in Figure 5, the five elements found in the PbCOMT proteins are relatively 
well conserved, with the exception of PbCOMT16, in which the first two motifs have been 
lost. Thus, these specific motifs could be used as features to identify COMT genes. Among the 
different PbCOMT proteins, the amino acid composition of these five motifs differed because 
of their specific substrates.

In plants, CCOMT has been found with three SAM-binding motifs, namely A, B, 
C, and other characteristic motifs, namely E, H, G, D, F (Joshi and Chiang, 1998). In the 
present study, these eight motifs were also identified in PbCCOMTs, with the loss of motif D 
in PbCCOMT7 and motif G in PbCCOMT2 and PbCCOMT7. It is likely that the differential 
distribution of motifs among the PbCCOMTs will be related to their functional differentiation. 
All screened PbOMTs possess the characteristic structure of full-length OMT proteins, which 
indicates that the results obtained by screening and identification are reliable.

Identification and spatio-temporal expression analysis of candidate PbCCOMTs in 
P. bretschneideri cv. Dangshan Su

To date, evidence has clearly shown that the COMT and CCOMT genes from 
Arabidopsis and maize are associated with lignin biosynthesis (Do et al., 2007; Li et al., 2013). 

Table 3. Motif composition of OMT proteins from pear.

Motif No. Width Conserved amino acid sequences 
1 29 WICHDWSDDHCIKLLKNCWNAIPDNGKVI 
2 29 IKGINFDLPHVIKHAPQYPGVEHVGGDMF 
3 38 PFNKAHGMTTFEYHSTDPRFNQVFNKAMACHSTICMKK 
4 29 YKGFEGVTQLVDVGGGTGNAIWMIVSKYP 
5 29 MMAQNPGGKERTEEEFMALAKGAGFQGFR 
6 24 RLYGLTPVCKCFVTNEDGVSLAPL 
7 41 QRREEENYCFAMQLANSSVLQMVMQAAIELDVFDIMAKAGP 
8 60 MNAKKTMELGVYTGYSLLTTALALPDDGKITAIDVNKEAYEVGLPFIQKAGVEHKINFCQ 
9 29 DAPVMLDRMLRLLASYSILTCSLRTCPDD 
10 54 WFGTVAEPEENVQEYARYYRKHVLELNSFLAADPRIELCMVSVGDGLTLCRRLC 
11 21 QDKVFVESWYHLKDAVLEGGI 
12 41 EEYGSFDFAFVDADKDNYMNYHKRLIDLVKVGGLIAYDNTL 

 

http://www.geneticsmr.com/year2016/vol15-3/pdf/8664-su4.pdf
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Figure 5. Multiple sequence alignment of OMT proteins from pear, maize, and Arabidopsis. A: CCOMTs; B: 
COMTs. Conserved sequence motifs in COMT are boxed and bolded; three SAM-binding motifs, A, B, and C, are 
indicated below; CCOMT signature motifs are indicated as D, E, F, G, and H.
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In order to screen pear CCOMT genes related to lignin biosynthesis, Iden and Sim in Sequence 
Manipulation Suite methods were used to analyze the identity and similarity of seven pear 
CCOMT genes and to compare with those from Arabidopsis and maize (Table 4). Comparisons 
based on amino acid sequence further demonstrate that PbCCOMT1 and PbCCOMT3 are 
more similar to AtCCOMT1 and ZmCCOMT than to the other PbCCOMTs, indicating that 
PbCCOMT1 and PbCCOMT3 may act as CCOMT enzymes. This was consistent with the 
results of previous evolutionary tree clustering in this study. Therefore, PbCCOMT1 and 
PbCCOMT3 were used as candidate genes for further study.

Table 4. Sequence identity and similarly among Arabidopsis, maize, and pear CCOMT protein homologs.

Iden: identity; Sim: similarly.

Iden/Sim (%/%) AtCCOMT1 ZmCCOMT 
PbCCOMT1 85/86 77/81 
PbCCOMT2 31/33 33/35 
PbCCOMT3 85/86 76/80 
PbCCOMT4 49/54 51/56 
PbCCOMT5 46/50 48/53 
PbCCOMT6 27/34 29/35 
PbCCOMT7 33/36 33/37 

 

The amino acid sequences of PbCCOMT1 and PbCCOMT3 were aligned with 
those of three other CCOMTs related to lignin biosynthesis, and using the ESPript tool, the 
distribution of secondary structure elements was screened (Figure 6). Higher conservation was 
observed among the five CCOMTs. The secondary structures of PbCCOMT1 and PbCCOMT3 
are mainly composed of a helices and random curls, with some stretching sequences and b 
angles. The secondary structure of the proteins encoded by PbCCOMT1 and PbCCOMT3 
contain 36.44/34.01% a helix, 21.05/23.89% extension chain, 12.96/11.34% b angle, and 
29.55/30.77% random curl, respectively.

Figure 6. Alignment of the protein sequences encoded by PbCCOMT1 and PbCCOMT3 and other lignin CCOMTs. 
Secondary structure elements extracted from the protein structure of MsCCOMT (PDB id code: 1SUI) are indicated 
on top of the alignment using Espript. The arrows indicate b-sheet structure, the helices indicate helical structure 
motifs, and TT indicates turns.
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The promoter sequences in PbCCOMT1 and PbCCOMT3 affects their expression. 
Both the PbCCOMT1 and PbCCOMT3 promoters possess light-responsive elements (Table 
5), indicating their expression may be affected by light.

Table 5. Nucleotide motifs identified in promoter regions of putative lignin CCOMT genes in pear.

Motif name Motif location 
PbCCOMT1 PbCCOMT3 

Motif function 

AC-I 1298 178,1290 Most of the MYBs in this network can bind to the AC elements (I, II, and III) in the promoters 
of lignin biosynthesis genes and regulate their expression AC-II 1299,1300 1291 

WUN-motif - 273 Wound-responsive element 
TGACG-motif 796 525,782 Cis-acting regulatory element involved in MeJA-responsiveness 
MBS - 1146 MYB Binding Site involved in drought-inducibility 
Sp1 547 134 Light responsive element 
TC-rich repeats 1444 405,1432 Cis-acting element involved in defense and stress responsiveness 
GARE-motif 440,1153 261 Gibberellin-responsive element 
HSE 462,521 965 Cis-acting element involved in heat stress responsiveness 
LTR - 749 Cis-acting element involved in low-temperature responsiveness 
TCA-element 45,154,237,810, 

1143 
226,1203, 

1204,1431,1471 
Cis-acting element involved in salicylic acid responsiveness 

 MBS: MYB binding site; HSE: heat shock element; LTR: low temperature responsive.

In addition, the two PbCCOMT promoters also contain a large number of cis-elements 
for biological and abiotic stress responses, these include a WUN-motif, MBS, TC-rich repeats, 
HSE, LTR, TCA-element, and hormone-response related elements, such as those sensitive to 
methyl jasmonic acid (MeJA), salicylic acid, and gibberellin acid. Moreover, PbCCOMT1 
and PbCCOMT3 have AC components, which are generally associated with the regulation 
of lignin metabolism by combining MYB transcription factors (Raes et al., 2003; Liu et al., 
2015). This indicates that the two genes play an important role in lignin biosynthesis.

Semi-quantitative RT-PCR was used to analyze the expression of candidate pear 
CCOMTs in different plant parts and at different development periods. As shown in Figure 
7, expression of PbCCOMT1 and PbCCOMT3 was detected in the mature leaves, young 
stems, buds, and fruits. This may be because of the high lignin content in stems, therefore the 
expression of these genes are higher in stems than buds and mature leaves.

Figure 7. Expression patterns of candidate CCOMT genes in pear. PbCCOMT1 and PbCCOMT3 expression 
patterns in pulp during the development of pear fruits. PbCCOMT1 and PbCCOMT3 expression patterns in pear 
buds (B), mature leaves (L), and young stems (S).
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The expression of PbCCOMT1 and PbCCOMT3 followed similar trends in pear 
fruits. Low levels of these genes were present in fruit at 15 and 145 DAF. The expression 
levels in fruit from 47 to 63 DAF were significantly higher than those in mature leaves, young 
stems, and buds. PbCCOMT1 was maximally expressed 55 DAF. The levels of PbCCOMT3 
expression between 47 and 63 DAF were higher than those of PbCCOMT1. These results are 
consistent with the trend observed in pear for lignin and stone cell contents (Cai et al., 2010; 
Lu et al., 2011), indicating that the two candidate CCOMT genes are probably involved in 
stone cell development and lignin biosynthesis in DangShan Su pear fruit.

DISCUSSION

Various members of the OMT gene family are involved in multiple branched pathways 
in phenylpropanoid metabolism and are mainly responsible for modification of plant secondary 
metabolite methylation. Two categories of OMTs exist: COMTs and CCOMTs. During lignin 
metabolism, COMT catalyzes 5-hydroxy-coniferyl aldehyde, caffeic acid, and 5-hydroxy-
coniferyl alcohol methylation to generate ferulic acid, sinapic alcohol, and sinapic aldehyde in the 
synthesis of S-lignin, respectively (Osakabe et al., 1999), CCOMT is responsible for transferring 
caffeoyl CoA to feruloyl CoA, and the latter subsequently participates in G-lignin synthesis.

The recent completion of whole genome sequencing in Arabidopsis (Raes et al., 
2003), Populus trichocarpa (Shi et al., 2010), and Eucalyptus grandis (Carocha et al., 2015) 
has shown that these model organisms contain COMTs and CCOMTs. A total of 13 COMT-like 
genes and seven CCOMT genes exist in Arabidopsis. In the present study, AtCOMT-like5, -6, 
and -11 were grouped along one evolutionary branch, and the remaining 10 genes were grouped 
in another class, similar to previously reports (Raes et al., 2003). Among seven CCOMTs, 
only AtCCOMT1 belongs to the true CCOMT clade involved in lignin biosynthesis (Sibout 
et al., 2005; Do et al., 2007). PbCCOMT1 and PbCCOMT3 were grouped with AtCCOMT1, 
implying that they have a role in lignin metabolism. Although the functions of other members 
of this gene family remain unclear, AtCCOMT2, and AtCCOMT4-7, were expressed at 
different development periods in inflorescence stems (Raes et al., 2003). Six CCOMTs and 
24 COMTs were isolated from P. trichocarpa and seven COMTs and two CCOMTs were 
isolated from E. grandis, respectively. In most plants, including pear, there are more members 
of COMTs than there are of CCOMTs. In this study, 19 PbCOMTs and seven PbCCOMTs 
were identified. CCOMTs should have different functions, such as involvement in lignin and 
flavonoid biosynthesis in pears. These results are consistent with previous reports that some 
CCOMTs can catalyze the synthesis of flavonoids in Arabidopsis and Camellia sinensis (Wils 
et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2015).

Analysis of chromosomal localization indicated that members of the PbOMT gene 
family are distributed in the pear genome in the form of gene clusters. Together with the 
phylogenetic relationship, these results showed that gene duplication events within the 
OMT gene family played a significant role in genome expansion in pear. In the present 
study, characteristics of PbOMTs were analyzed based on multiple comparisons of amino-
acid sequences. The results from the sequence comparison and analysis of the conservative 
motifs, showed that both PbCOMTs and PbCCOMTs possessed the conserved domains shared 
by these proteins in other species. However, different members of the PbOMT gene family 
diverged and obtained various functions during the course of evolution. Generally, it is thought 
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that products of genes with similar sequences should carry similar functions. We found that 
PbCCOMT1 and PbCCOMT3 were highly similar to AtCCOMT1 and ZmCCOMT, and 
showed that PbCCOMT1 and PbCCOMT3 are involved in lignin metabolism in the same way 
as their homologous proteins AtCCOMT1 and ZmCCOMT.

The AC, MeJA-, and light-responsive elements in PbCCOMT1 and PbCCOMT3 
were identified by cis-element analysis. Gharechahi et al. (2013) identified different CCOMT 
proteins from the hairy root of Silybum marianum L. treated by MeJA. Wang et al. (2013) 
found that the contents of stone cells and lignin decreased by 31.6 and 13.9%, respectively, 
and that the quantity and diameter of stone cells was reduced by 28.0 and 45.8%, respectively, 
in bagged pear fruits. This is likely because bagging affects the light intensity. Thus, MeJA 
and light might affect the expression of CCOMTs during stone cell development. During 
production, we can attempt to control light levels or spray MeJA onto the fruits to control 
the stone cell content. In addition, the regulatory function of AC elements upstream of genes 
related to lignin synthesis has been shown (Zhao and Dixon, 2011). AtCCOMT1 in A. thaliana 
possesses this AC element and has been found to be involved in lignin synthesis (Raes et al., 
2003; Do et al., 2007). Thus, PbCCOMT1 and PbCCOMT3 both contain AC elements and 
may participate in lignin synthesis in pear.

Semi-quantitative RT-PCR showed that the expression of two CCOMT genes 
(PbCCOMT1 and PbCCOMT3) was associated with stone cell and lignin contents during fruit 
development. These results suggest that PbCCOMT1 and PbCCOMT3 play key roles in the 
development of stone cells in Dangshan Su pear. High levels of PbCCOMT1 and PbCCOMT3 
expression in stems is consistent with the expression of PtCCOMT in Populus tomentosa. 
High levels of CCOMT expression is associated with xylem development in woody plants 
(Shi et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2014). At present, many studies have used genetic engineering 
to suppress CCOMT expression to downregulate lignin (Wagner et al., 2011; Li et al., 2013; 
Pang et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2014). In the present study, two CCOMT genes (PbCCOMT1 
and PbCCOMT3) involved in lignin biosynthesis have been identified. Subsequent research 
will focus on isolating the two genes and analyzing their function in lignin biosynthesis using 
transgenic methods. These genes could be used as targets for antisense and interference RNA 
technology to reduce the lignin content and production of stone cells and therefore increasing 
the quality of pear fruit.
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